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Mr. Chairman,

My  delegation  would  like  to  thank  Ms.Maria  Eugena  Casar,Assistant
Secretary-General, for introducing the Secretary-General's report on the budget

performance of the United Nations Interim Security Force for Abyei
(UNISFA) for the period from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 and the
proposed budget for July1, 2014 to June 30,2015 contained in A/68/604
and A/68/728. Our appreciation also goes to Mr.  Carlos Ruiz Massie,
Chairperson of the ACABQ, for introducing the related report of the Committee

contained in A/68/782/ Add.4.

My delegation aligns itself with the statement made by the distinguished

representative of Uganda on behlf of the African Group.

Mr.Chairman,

Since UNISFA's deployment to the Abyei Area in 2011, it has been successfully
engaged to help the safe return of inhabitants, ensured the protection of
cirivilans,  and  has been  supporting the Joint Border Verification and

Monitoring Mechanism.

In 2012/13 budget performance, the Force maintained a stable security
environment by facilitating the return of approximately 25,600 internally
displaced person and refugees to the Abyei Area and approximately 5,500 to
Abyei town. It also disarmed individuals carrying weapons in the Abyei Area
and engaged armed groups to withdraw from the Area. UNISFA continued to
work with the Sudanese and South-Sudanese Co-Chairs of the Abyei Joint
Oversight Committee to resolve disagreements over the composition of Abyei
Area Council.  Pending the  establishment of the Abyei Area temporary
institutions, UNISFA has made every effort to maintain a stable security
environment  and  to  safeguard  the  protection  of civilians  through  its
multifaceted conflict prevention and mitigation strategy. As a result there has
not been outbreak of a large-scale inter communal violence.



Mr.Chairman,

The joint Border verification and Monitoring Mechanism is now operational and
integrated teams consisting of the United Nations monitors and representatives

of the Sudan and South Sudan are conducting monitoring and verification
patrols within the safe Demilitarized zone. The interim headquarters of the
Mechanism has been established in kadugli, Sudan.The settings of the Sector

Headquarters has been progressing.

Mr.Chairman,

With regard to the proposed budget for 2014/15, my delegation notes with
concern the Secretary General's proposal that calls for a reduction of $898,000

(0.3%) compared with the 2013/14 budget. As per the Secretary-General's
report, cost estimates for operational costs are lower than the 2013/14 budget
owing mainly to reduced requirements for construction and for acquisition of
facilities and infrastructure equipment. In My delegation's view, this proposal

might not have  taken fully the problems faced by the Mission. The General
Assembly has repeatedly requested the Security-General to make every effort to
ensure that all construction projects are completed in a timely manner. Despite

this,little progress has been made in implementing the request of the General
Assembly. According to the ACABQ's report, expenditure on construction to

date amounts only $5,550, 417 against the appointment of $23,471,050. This
clearly shows that most of the construction projects are not completed. The

Secretary-General has, instead, opted to produce a revised construction

program which was not approved by the General Assembly.

Mr.Chairman,

We concur with the ACABQ's observation that the Secretary-General should
have  completed  the  staff  living  accommodation  project  (hard  wall
accommodation) that include the construction of a two story building to serve
as a force headquarter and reflect in the performance report. And my

delegation will seek clarification as to how the Secretary -General failed to
observe the instruction of the General Assembly and came up with a different

proposal.

Given the fact that the Mission has been facing serious logistical and other
challenges, starting from its inception, and the low rate of implementation of

construction projects, it is unwise to deduct resources for construction. M y

Delegation was expecting to allocate additional resources for construction in

the 2014/15 budget to facilitate the smooth mandate implementation.



As the Mission is operating in an extremely difficult situation and with hardly
any infrastructure, the proposed reduction for facilities should be reinstated

and adjust the 2014/15 budget accordingly.

Finally,Mr.Chairman,my delegation is ready to engage constructively during
the informal negotiations on this important agenda item.

I thank you!




